
 

Music Teaching and Learning Policy 

This teaching and learning policy is underpinned by the school’s vision and values:  

Be happy: aspire, believe, achieve 

Happiness is… the feeling you get when you help others and contribute to the world; when you work hard at 

something that was difficult to begin with; when you feel safe, cared for and respected; when you feel confident in 

your uniqueness and know where you are going. 

Philippians 4:13 

 ‘I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.’ 

1. Introduction 
 
1.1 This teaching and learning policy is written so that staff, parents and governors are clear with regard to teaching 

and learning standards and expectations of Music across the school. 

1.2 The school’s Music subject leader is Mr Conway. 

1.3 The school’s Music link governor is Julia Clarke. 

2. Aims and objectives 

2.1 Intent 

We acknowledge and celebrate that each child is unique and that they learn in different ways. At Croft school, we 

provide a rich and varied Music learning experience that allows children to develop their skills and abilities to their 

full potential. Our Music curriculum is ambitious and designed to meet the diverse needs of the children who attend 

Croft School. It aims to provide all pupils with the knowledge, skills and cultural capital they need to succeed in their 

lives.  

Our core aims are to provide a Music curriculum that builds on pupils’ individual talents and uniqueness and 
empowers our children to be:  

• Resilient  

• Independent 

• Emotionally intelligent 
We believe that these are the three gifts that we would like to give our pupils help them to succeed as life-long 
learners and children of God. The ‘giving’ of these gifts are what drive the curriculum at Croft school.  
 
We want our children to be independent musicians who are confident composers and critics of a wide range of 
music. We want our children to have an understanding of a wide range of musical vocabulary. Every child should be 
confident about singing in an ensemble with some children confident performing solos. Pupils’ emotional 
intelligence will be supported by listening to music from a range of cultures with a focus on the motivation behind 
these forms of music. All pupils will be given the chance to learn how to play instruments, they will be taught how to 
improvise and compose music independently. Pupils will also be exposed to written forms of music. Pupils should 
understand the importance of music in relation to their own mental health and well-being; understanding that music 
can be used to relieve low moods and accentuate positive moods. 
 

2.2 Implementation 
Our curriculum provides pupils with rich, deep, inter-connected curriculum contexts to develop their skills of 
resilience, independence and emotional intelligence. These key curriculum elements are woven into our coherently 



planned, sequenced, enquiry-led learning units. This is supported by an approach that highly values metacognition 
and self-regulated learning.  Whilst developing Music key skills and vocabulary to allow pupils to develop as 
technically-able users of electronic technology, learning in Music also supports pupils to build knowledge across a 
wide range of other subjects; therefore there is a strong focus on cross curricular opportunities. Teaching promotes 
the development of pupils’ resilience skills to become confident at making mistakes and learning how to rectify 
them. Mental health and well-being is a major focus for pupils at Croft school; it is given high priority. Music offers 
pupils a chance to express themselves creatively; this is major component in developing a positive mental well-
being. 
 
2.3 Impact 
Our Music curriculum ensures that our children develop detailed knowledge and skills across the curriculum and, as 
a result, achieve exceptionally well which is reflected in our consistently high outcomes for our pupils.  
Our pupils will:  

• Enjoy Music lessons. 

• Understand what a musician is and be confident in seeing themselves as musicians. 

• Be confident and enjoy singing during whole school worships and within classes.  

• Have an in-depth understanding of musical vocabulary. 

• Be confident in presenting an opinion about music and justifying their reasons.  

• Have the opportunity to compose and play music. 

• Develop an understanding of the wider world through listening to and performing a range of music. 

• Develop an understanding of different periods of history through listening to and performing a range of 
music.  

• Understand how music can help support good mental health and well-being.  

• Learn about career opportunities that involve Music. 

• Use file sharing programs to present work to parents and teachers. 

• Develop, use and understand technical musical language.  

• Become happy musicians: confident, resilient and independent. 
 
Our pupils are continually growing as resilient, independent and emotionally intelligent learners and citizens.        
 
3. Effective learning 
3.1 We acknowledge that children learn in many different ways and we recognise the need to develop strategies 
that allow all children to learn most effectively. We take into account the different ways that children learn when 
planning and teaching in order to ensure all children access a full and varied curriculum.  
 
3.2 Pupils will work independently, in pairs, small groups and larger groups in structured and unstructured ways. Our 

Music curriculum encourages children to take responsibility for their own learning, to be involved as far as possible 

in reviewing the way they learn, and to reflect on how, what helps and what makes it difficult for them. In addition 

to the curriculum knowledge that we deliver we also aim to develop children’s learning to learn skills; life-long skills 

that will play a major role in their learning both at school and in later life. 

These include: 

• Observation and reflections skills 

• Group work and team work skills 

• Problem-finding and problem-solving skills 

• Creative thinking skills and imagination 

• Analysis, logic, reasoning and synthesis 

• Lateral thinking skills 

• Listening skills 

• Research skills (including locating and managing) 

• Resources, questioning, skimming, scanning 

• Comprehension; (summarising, note-making) 

• Personal organisation skills 

• Presentation skills 

• Peer teaching and learning skills 

• Evaluation skills 



• Personal and collaborative decision-making skills 

• Time management skills 

• Memory skills 

• Leadership skills 

• Social skills 

• Digital literacy skills 
 

 

4. Curriculum Design  

4.1 Curriculum  

We use the Music National Curriculum and Key Stage expectations to plan our curriculum. Our curriculum aims to 
ensure that all pupils: produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences; able to use a 
range of instruments and voices to compose music for different purposes; be confident and enjoy singing; be able to 
listen to a range of music and understand its significance both culturally and historically; know about potential 
employment available in the future that requires musical knowledge; able to understand the inter-relational 
dimensions in Music and have the vocabulary needed to discuss these; able to develop an understanding of how to 
write and read music. 

 
4.2 Content  

In Early Years we use Development Matters ‘expressive arts and design – Media and Materials’ to guide teaching and 
learning. By the end of each key stage, pupils are expected to know, apply and understand the matters, skills and 
processes associated with the following content: 

Early Years Foundation Stage 

Pupils explore and use a variety of media through a combination of child initiated and adult directed activities. They 
have opportunities to learn to: 

• Begin to build a repertoire of songs and dances. 

• Explore the different sounds of instruments. 

• Sing song, make music and dance, and experiment with ways of changing them. 

Key stage 1 
Pupils are taught: 

• To use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes. 

• To play tuned and untuned instruments musically.  

• To listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded music. 

• To experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions of music. 
 
 
Key stage 2 
Pupils are taught: 

• To play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with 
increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression.  

• To improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music. 

• To listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory. 

• To use and understand staff and other musical notations. 

• To appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different 
traditions and from great composers and musicians. 

• To develop an understanding of the history of music. 

 



 

4.2 How does the school ensure curriculum coverage?  

The Music subject leader is responsible for developing the school’s curriculum intent and ensuring that it is 

implemented consistently and effectively and is having an impact across the school. The Music curriculum is split 

into broad ‘Learning Focuses’ to form a long term map. The Music Learning Focuses are:  

• Inter-related dimensions (Elements of Music) 

• Composing 

• Reading Music 

• Listening 

• History/ traditions 

• Performing 

The subject leader works with other subject leaders across the school to make relevant links between learning 

focuses and the co-curriculum. The Music curriculum operates on a two year rolling cycle from Early Years to Year 6 

and ensures full curriculum coverage of learning focuses. 

4.3 Curriculum Organisation  

The Music curriculum is organised so that vital knowledge and key vocabulary are built upon sequentially to ensure 

that learning is deep and embedded. The subject leader developed a progression in Music key vocabulary and a vital 

knowledge document to support this. 

4.4 Planning   

Using the Music long term map and progression in key vocabulary and key skills documents, learning is structured 

into learning units. The subject leader produces learning unit overviews for staff that summarise key aspects of 

learning in Music. 

The school uses a cross-curricular approach to planning Music and uses ‘WOW’ experiences to engage pupils’ 

interest, often at the outset of learning. This is intended to motivate and stimulate the children’s curiosity for the 

topic.   

The long-term plan has been adapted to support the use of Music to deliver cross- curricular lessons. Each unit is 

designed to be taught in 3-4 lessons. 

Music lessons are planned using the 8 Stage Learning Journal template. Every lesson starts with the pupils writing 

the date and the title on the front page of the Seesaw activity. Pupils then respond to feedback from the previous 

learning. Next, pupils creatively explore the word of the day using online definitions, examples around the school, 

photos, videos etc. Pupils are given a set amount of time to get up to this point. The class then stops, and the 

teacher discusses prior learning that is needed to support their progress during that lesson and after this discussion 

the teacher’s lesson provides the pupils with a short input about the new learning for that lesson, these lessons can 

be delivered live or via video recordings. The main work pupils do during a lesson is called Challenges, there are 

usually four, but this amount can vary, during Music these are completed on Seesaw. Pupils are then expected 

to journal their work, this gives the pupils a chance to develop metacognition skills and reflect on what they have 

learnt. Finally, pupils take their learning further, pupils are given examples of activities that will encourage them to 

think about the day’s learning in different ways. Most lessons will follow this process however there is flexibility if a 

task or lesson does not allow for this system. We believe this system supports SEN pupils by giving every lesson a 

familiar structure while also having plenty of opportunities for pupils to extend their learning independently or with 

support.  

5.0 Teaching  

Learning Units  

5.1.1 Each learning unit will usually last around 3-4 weeks. Learning unit overviews provide key medium term 

planning for teachers to follow. They include: key learning focus; learning theme; learning objectives; vocabulary; 



resources; assessment tasks; assessment criteria and suggested links to social action, cultural capital and 

opportunities to debate.   

• Key learning focus:  

• Learning theme:  

• Learning objectives: 

• Vocabulary: 

• Resources:  

• Assessment tasks: 

• Social action: 

• Cultural capital: 

• Debate:  

 

5.1.2 Learning Unit Structure 

Each Learning Unit begins with a focus on a musical skill, where the skill being used is modelled and vocabulary 

discussed. Each unit contains a Big Questions which will be referred to throughout the unit. Children explore this 

focus with links to examples of that musical focus produced by musicians and discussions about how a piece of music 

has made them feel. They build their skillset from their research, modelled teaching and exposure to professional 

pieces of music. The final, teacher-assessed piece of work, in each learning unit, demonstrates a child’s 

interpretation and evaluation of these skills within their own work. 

5.2 Lessons  

High quality Music teaching involves drawing on a range of strategies that are closely matched to 

the learning objectives of the lesson. This, in turn, will match the particular learning needs of the pupils in the class. 

Teachers plan and resource lessons with high expectations for all pupils including the most able. Learning objectives 

reflect this and are used to measure the outcomes of the lesson.  

Lessons are not always the same, however teachers will always ensure that:   

5.2.1 All tasks and activities that the children partake in are safe and appropriate risk assessments are made prior to 

learning. This includes checking websites to make sure that content is age appropriate. The class teacher is 

responsible for monitoring use of Seesaw, Teams and any other file sharing/ email programs used. 

5.2.2 The leaders and experts in the classroom are the adults. Adults lead pupils decisively and confidently following 

school policies and class routines having high expectations of what pupils can achieve.  

5.2.3 Staff are always ready for pupils as soon as they enter the room with work and resources prepared. 

5.2.4 Learning objectives and key vocabulary are visually shared and discussed with pupils at the outset of learning. 

Learning objectives are used to measure the outcomes of the lesson.  Pupils and staff know the language that they 

are expected to use and its meaning before learning begins. Technical and subject specific vocabulary is shared with 

Teaching Assistants prior to learning. 

5.2.5 A folder is created on Seesaw which is titled with the learning objectives and the date. Pupils are responsible 

for putting any work done in a lesson into these folders.  

5.2.6 ‘Thinking Frames’ are the only form of worksheets that are be used to ensure that pupils remain focused on 

key learning skills. Pupils are taught to talk about the learning skills that they are developing. These ‘Thinking 

Frames’ can either be uploaded before a lesson to Seesaw for pupils to type onto, or a photo of a hand-written one  

can be taken at the end of the lesson and then uploaded onto Seesaw. 

5.2.7 Learning is differentiated. The teacher will use resources such as: word mats, visual prompts, now and next 

prompts, technology, simplified texts, sets of simple instructions etc to ensure that pupils can access learning and 

achieve. Some pupils will require more intense, targeted support and may need guidance from an adult to meet 

their needs.   



5.2.8 Learning is pitched to meet all children’s needs. Children who are capable of more within a lesson are moved 

on swiftly to more challenging work/ tasks. Pupils who are finding work challenging are quickly identified and 

supported. 

5.2.9 Questioning is purposeful and promotes learning. Teachers anticipate where mistakes arise and plan probing 

questions or examples ready to shape learning. Teachers provide TAs with examples of questions prior to learning.  

5.2.10 Teaching assistants and other adult helpers are deployed effectively. Sometimes they work with individual 

children or with groups.  

5.2.11 Adults consistently and overtly praise and value ‘hard work’ and ‘making mistakes’ so that pupils feel 

empowered to take risks in their learning and develop resilience.  

5.2.12 Adults promote a culture of independence and enable pupils to solve their own problems and not do this for 

them. They work hard to help pupils to ‘help themselves’. 

5.2.13 There is a school expectation that pupils work in silence, this applies when working independently, however 

there is an understanding that Music requires pupils to be free to express themselves; this must be controlled and 

focused. Pupils raise their hand if they would like to speak during discussions and not ‘shout out’ or get out of their 

seat to get an adult’s attention. Staff ensure that that this always happens.  

5.2.14 Staff do not accept poor standards of handwriting and spelling in Music and work presented on Seesaw 

should be laid out neatly. Pupils are challenged to rectify this swiftly and consistently.      

5.2.15 Lessons are concluded with a reflection activity where pupils assess their own learning and each other’s. 

Pupils are provided with an introduction to where the learning will go to next.  

5.2.16 Staff develop an environment where children feel comfortable expressing musical skills. 

5.3 What resources are available?  

The Music subject leader is responsible for planning, ordering, managing, organising Music resources. The basics 

include: laptops, tablets, mouses, Garage Band, percussion instruments, keyboards, glockenspiels, xylophones, 

recorders, sheet music, music to listen to. There is an annual resources budget available for the subject leader of 

£500.    

6. Assessment  

6.1 Formative assessment and feedback 

Pupils’ work on Seesaw provide the main evidence for formative assessment. However, pupils are also observed 

when they are working and are assessed against learning outcomes using the school’s one page learning evaluation 

and feedback summary sheet.    

6.1.1 All work on pupils’ Seesaws accounts are acknowledged with at least a like or a clear and constructive reason 

to why they have not received one. Occasionally, staff will use written and verbal questions to extend and 

consolidate pupils’ understanding. Written questions in the comments under the pupil’s work are always responded 

to by pupils.     

6.1.2 Sometimes teachers will assess learning using the school’s one page learning evaluation and feedback sheet. 

This form of assessment reduces teacher workload and provides opportunities for teachers to asses all pupils swiftly. 

Outcomes of one page learning and feedback sheets are shared with pupils either at the end of the lesson or the 

beginning of the next lesson.   

6.1.3 Mini plenaries are used during learning to assess and provide consolidation opportunities for pupils at 

transition points within a lesson. Pupils are also provided with ‘live’ individual feedback as pupils work by teachers 

and teaching assistants. During lessons, pupils’ work is displayed on the electronic whiteboards to model the 

standards expected, to provide feedback on how to improve or to show the next steps to be taken. 

6.1.4 Peer to peer feedback and reflection is used regularly as an essential part of learning in Music.    



6.1.5 Pupil’s understanding of a unit is assessed through the use of ‘Big Questions.’ They are presented with a mind 

map at the start of a unit and must write what the question means to them and what they can deconstruct from it. 

At the end of the unit, the same mind map is returned to and the pupils use a different colour to show what they 

know after the unit. In performance based units pupils will be filmed in ensembles at the start of the unit and then 

again at the end. 

6.1.6 The subject leader has access to every classes’ work on Seesaw and maintains a folder on Seesaw titled Music 

Portfolio to collect examples of pupils’ work to support assessment judgements and moderation.      

6.1.7 The music vocabulary is displayed each lesson on a whiteboard or electronic whiteboard. This can be added to 

all lesson.  

6.1.8 Music is an important part of Collective Worship. The same song is played throughout the week as the pupils 

enter and leave; this song reflects the theme and mood of the Worship. Thursday’s Worship is focused on singing 

hymns and other reflective songs; there is a strong focus on singing these songs correctly, with good intonation and 

with passion. The school song is to be performed regularly during the class Worship. 

6.1.9 Children to be given the opportunity to perform pieces of music. This can be to other classes, during Worship, 

in the local community or as part of social action projects. The skills needed to perform confidently are taught to the 

children. 

6.1.10 All pupils are offered the chance to work with peripatetic instrument teachers. The offers included in our 

school are: piano, flute, drum, and guitar. If a pupil requests another instrument then we endeavour to find the 

appropriate teacher for this. Pupils are given the chance to share their talents either with the class in or worships. 

During class worships pupils who can play instruments can accompany children coming into the hall.  

6.1.11 Pupils can be provided with discussion topics at the start of a unit to assess what they already know; teachers 

can then readdress planning if pupils are already secure while also assessing the pupils’ vocabulary knowledge. At 

the end of the unit, the pupils revisit these discussion topics. The teacher circulates around the classroom to hear 

these pre/ post discussions and uses the evaluation and feedback form to record assessment information. 

6.2 Summative assessment 

Seesaw Skills will be used to record pupils’ progress. The skills are based on the National Curriculum targets and at 

least one skill must be assigned to each lesson; there will sometimes be more than one skill covered in a lesson. 

Subject leaders will then be able to easily monitor the work produced across school and have evidence of work 

produced. The skills are judged out of 4 stars to match the judgements as seen below. 

Across each key stage, pupils are assessed against the following key assessment criteria: 

Early Years 
Can sing songs, make music and dance, and experiment with ways of changing them. 
 
KS1 
Can use my voice to sing songs, speak chants and rhymes expressively and creatively 
Can play tuned instruments 
Can play untuned instruments 
Can listen to a range of live and recorded music and understand key features 
Can experiment, create and combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions of music (e.g- tempo, pitch, 
dynamics) 
 
KS2 
Can play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts using voices and musical instruments with accuracy, fluency, 
control and expression 
Can improvise music for a range of purposes using the inter- related dimensions of music 
Can compose music for a range of purposes using the inter- related dimensions of music 
Can listen to music and hear details 
Can recall sounds from a piece of music 
Can use and understand staff and other forms of musical notation 



Can appreciate and justify opinions on a wide range of music 
Can understand the history of music 
 
Pupils are assessed as either:  

Emerging  Pupil is beginning to make simple connections within the assessment focus.  

Developing  Pupil has started to develop an understanding of skills and ideas around the assessment focus. 

Confident  Pupil is skilled, independent and able.  

Fluent  Pupil is highly able and can coach others. 

 
At the end of the year, a judgement is made as to whether a pupil is ‘on track’ to complete the key stage as: working 
towards expectations, working at expectations or working above expectations. When a pupil reaches the end of a 
key stage a formal judgement is made using the same criteria.     
 
7. The role of pupils 
7.1 Our pupils will:  

• Value themselves and each other as competent users of technology. 

• Try hard and persevere with their learning. 

• Value their Seesaw account.  

• Respect and value Music resources and materials. 

• Model positive attitudes to learning.  

• Value and respect the therapeutic mental well-being benefits of working creatively.   

• Listen to others well and be respectful towards adults and each other. 
 
8. The role of Staff 
8.1 Teachers and teaching assistants are responsible for the delivering high quality teaching and learning. They will:   

• Implement the school’s Music Teaching and Learning Policy rigidly to ensure consistent practice across the 
school. 

• Model an enthusiasm for Music. 

• Model thinking and talk to develop pupils’ metacognitive and cognitive skills and ensure that learning is 
sufficiently challenging to develop pupils’ self-regulation and metacognition. 

• Ensure that pupils are taught how to organise and effectively manage their learning independently. 

• Plan lessons that consider prior attainment, individual learning needs, different learning styles in order all 
students can access the curriculum and make at least good progress. 

• Use questioning styles to stretch and challenge students. 

• Keep up to date with their Music subject knowledge and pedagogical approaches to learning. 

• Be acutely aware of students who are not making progress in Music and plan timely interventions to ensure 
that good progress is made. 

 
8.2 The Music subject leader is responsible for the overall leadership and management of Music across the school. 
They will: 

• Maintain an effective Music subject leadership file.  

• Create and implement an annual Music action plan and monitor and evaluate progress towards targets. 

• Ensure adequate resources are available. 

• Monitor the quality of teaching of Music (evidence includes: Lessons, Planning, Pupils’ Work, Learning Walks, 
Class Displays, Learning Environments, Pupil Surveys, Staff Surveys, Pupil interviews). 

• Maintain Music teaching and learning monitoring records. 

• Maintain a termly updated Music One Page Leadership Summary. 

• Ensure that the school’s Music Teaching and Learning Policy and subject information on the school website 
are accurate and up-to date.   

• Lead staff meetings, support staff and ensure that staff are clear about teaching and learning expectations in 
Music. 

• Access and record Music CPD and maintain personal subject knowledge and skills.  

• Have high expectations of themselves within the role of Music subject leader and of others in the 
implementation of the Music Teaching and Learning Policy. 

 



9. The role of Music link governor.  
9.1 The Music link governor will support, monitor and review the Music Teaching and Learning Policy. 
In particular they will: 

• Monitor the effectiveness of the school’s Music teaching and learning policy through the school self-review 
processes. 

• Complete two governor monitoring visits each year alongside the Music subject leader.   
 
10. The role of parents 
Parents have a fundamental role to play in helping children to learn. We expect that parents will be supportive of the 
implementation of the school’s Music teaching and learning policy. 
 

11. Digital Learning 
 
11.1 The use of technology to support pupils’ learning is a high priority in school. Increasingly jobs are becoming 
more dependent on employees using technology to work more effectively with technology. At Croft we recognise 
the need this creates for us to help pupils develop technological skills. 
 
11.2 In KS1 and KS2 we will allow all pupils to have access to a tablet.  
 
11.3 Tasks that can be completed on these tablets: 
 

• Research 

• Accessing websites 

• Screen sharing capabilities to support pupils work 

• Screen sharing capabilities to give children live feedback within a lesson 

• Support with spellings 

• Access to online dictionaries 

• To complete class work set on Seesaw 

• To share work with home on Seesaw easily 

• To have access to books and stories 

• To create films 

• To create posters 

• Using Augmented Reality apps 

• Educational games 

• Whole class quizzes 

• Work handouts to be available on the tablet 

• Recording music 

• Use of Garage Band and other music apps 

• Listening to music 
 
11.4 Work produced on Ipads will be expected to be of the same quality of work produced in books. Presentation of 

core and non-core work must remain formal with no use of Emojis and drawings unless pupils have been directed to 

do so. 

11.5 Sometimes an activity will be done on Seesaw. This work must be placed in a folder which follows this format: 

Subject: Unit e.g. Writing: Myths. This is in order for it be found easily when monitoring. 

11.6 The ways children can respond to work digitally are: 

• Write in books and take photos of work 

• Write on whiteboards and take photos of work 

• Voice Recordings 

• Screen Recordings 

• Peer to peer interviews 

• Screenshots 



• Text 

• Peer Text (#TAG) 

• Videos 

11.7 Screen Time must be monitored carefully. Pupils should be spending no more than 30 minutes on a tablet 

completing a task without an extended break. Lessons where pupils are using tablets to look at a handout can last 

for up to 1 hour as pupils will only be referencing the tablet while writing in their books. 

11.8 Pupils will be made aware of the taking of photos on their tablets, it must be done with other people’s 

permission. This is acceptable with the direction of the teacher and can be shared on Seesaw (if we have the child’s 

permission) 

11.9 At times pupils may been given the opportunity to partake in discussions on Seesaw. Pupils can use an informal 

tone of writing in their comments, this will be taught to them explicitly and support their learning of different levels 

of formality depending on purpose and audience. Pupils must not use abbreviations and any post containing them 

will not be approved. Pupils will be reminded of constructive feedback before these sessions. 


